ONLINE GLOBAL 5G PROTEST DAY
Saturday, April 25th, 2020
Saturday 25th of April saw the second Global Protest Day against the implementation of 5G wireless technology.
People “gathered” online to raise awareness, voice their objection, and call for actions to stop the deployment of
5G both on Earth and in Space.
The event was initiated by Stop 5G International, an aligned group of advocates who join the many other groups
from around the world calling for a stop to 5G, and for the use of safe wired technology for most internet and
telecommunications needs.
Online actions included a Webinar featuring a panel of eminent experts who addressed the health and
environmental impacts of 5G, privacy and security risks, the internet’s footprint, as well as legal actions being
taken to slow the deployment of satellites. Also covered was a presentation on how we can and must avoid the
same mistakes made dozens of times in the past as a result of poor policy decisions based on industry hype and
inadequate independent scientific investigation into harms.
Among the day’s other offerings were a We Do Not Consent video with footage of people from around the world
sharing why they do not consent to 5G; a 24-hour Livestream Global Protest Watch Party sponsored by the
Facebook Group, Worldwide Unified Action Against 5G; and the launching of an international Petition to Pope
Francis urging him to investigate the environmental and health impacts of cell antennas in church steeples.
The next Global Protest Day is set for Saturday 6th of June and will take the form of a Bike an’ Hike in the Woods
Celebration of what many people are, in fact, asking for…more true connection with one another and Earth.
For more information, please see the Global 5G Protest Facebook
group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/548912049259423/?ref=bookmarks and the Stop 5G International
website: https://www.stop5ginternational.org
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